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REFLECTORS

Reflectors are the thing which is used for reflecting the ray in a magnificent way. It’s always seen 

that in many ways we reflect the values and ethics of our family. Why?  Have you ever pondered 

over it?  

When a child is born, he/she comes to a new surrounding wherein the child is like a blank slate 

which has no inscription on it. Later as days pass by, each person starts penning down their 

unique style of identification which the child starts imbibing it...called as parental teaching. For 

eg: Before every meal a child is taught to thank GOD, which the child does at any circumstances 

even when he grows old.                                       

Proverbs 22:6
Train up a child in the way he should go: and when he is old, he will not depart from it

When training becomes a part of your behavior It reflects the fostering the child has gone 

through.

Scripture says that we are the reflectors of Christ... 

Romans 3:14

"Be the reflectors of Christ".

What are the ways of becoming the reflectors of Christ.

a) Fellowship with Lord: Live in with Lord. Spend more and more time to understand HIS 
likes and dislikes.

b) Start living-in with HIM: Make HIM a part of your life and involve HIM in every work of 
yours.

c) Live IN HIM: Be IN HIM. Interact with HIM. Ask HIM to show who HE is? Ask for HIS 
existence. HE will reveal HIMSELF.

Once you start spending your time with HIM, you will start reflecting HIS qualities. You will do 
things which HE likes. Every thought, action and deed of yours will show HIM because now it’s
HE who is taking the lead, who is presenting HIMSELF. Hence, we become the reflectors of Christ.

Now, you can imagine when HE presents HIMSELF through us (reflector) how magnificent would 
that action be...
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Be the good reflectors of LORD!

Shalom!
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